Device and system for generating electric power for sports training apparatuses

The present invention relates to a device and system for generating electric power for sports training apparatuses, the device comprising:
- a generator wheel (1) with a synchronous generator (9) having a central shaft (5), a stationary inner part (4) with a winding (7) and an outer rotating ring (3) with permanent magnets;
- a control and transformation module for controlling and transforming the power from the generator (9), with:
  • selection means (10) for selecting the effort setting to be developed;
  • a power conversion module (11) with:
    - a power control circuit (14) for regulating the power demanded by the generator (9);
    - control means (15) with information of the performance of the generator (9) depending on rotation speed and power to be developed, being configured for:
      • obtaining the rotation speed of the generator wheel (1),
      • regulating the power demanded by the generator (9), from the effort setting, the rotation speed and the performance of the generator (9) for current working conditions, by means of the power control circuit (14).
Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention is encompassed within the field of generating electric power by means of sports training apparatuses, and particularly by means of spinning bicycles (indoor cycling).

State of the Art

[0002] The general concept is known as "energy harvesting" which is nothing more than harvesting energy produced by a source and the subsequent use thereof to operate an object.

[0003] Use of electric generators associated with stationary bicycles or ergometers is widely known as shown by the fact that code A63B21/005C of the European Patent Classification (ECLA), referring exclusively to apparatuses for performing physical exercises associated with electric generators, has over 300 documents. Among these documents, those disclosing a system using an electric generator integrated in the flywheel similar to that described in this document and/or those which allow harnessing the electric power generated (which in simpler embodiments is simply transformed into heat and not harnessed) must be highlighted.

[0004] In terms of the design of the generator itself, patent document EP 769 311 discloses a flywheel housing therein a synchronous generator with permanent magnets. The wheel includes a central casing containing the generator, a central shaft, a stationary inner part integral with the central shaft comprising the winding of the synchronous generator and an outer rotating ring comprising a series of permanent magnets (12 poles). The device has a single side cover integral with the outer ring, to which a cogwheel is fixed. The pedaling of the user moves the cogwheel which in turn, with the desired multiplication coefficient, drives said flywheel. In terms of the way of harnessing the energy produced, this document discloses isolated sports equipment, which comprises an alternating/direct current converter connected to the output of the generator for converting the electric power produced into direct current (rectifier) and subsequently a regulating module which charges a battery.

[0005] Devices of this type which are based on synchronous generators with permanent magnets and an outer rotor are named flywheel magnetos. Although the device described in the patent document US 6093985 is not directly associated with use in stationary bicycles or ergometers, it has a design which is very similar to that above with two side covers integral with the outer rotating ring by means of the fixing elements.

[0006] However, the above models have the drawback that they do not allow using these flywheel magnetos in a spinning bicycle without altering the usual operation thereof (performances depending on the effort selected by the user, or which is the same as the selection of the torque, in combination with the pedaling speed).

[0007] Although harnessing energy produced by humans in stationary bicycles is a concept which has been studied for more than 30 years, it continues to inspire research and development projects worldwide. There are, therefore for example, reports about practical applications demonstrating the advantages of this concept. This includes the case of a town in Laos where Internet access has been achieved by using a Wi-Fi network and a PC powered by a battery driven by a stationary bicycle. According to the reports, a person pedaling for 1 minute can generate 5 minutes of electricity required for running the PC.

[0008] The generators of the company Windstream-PowerSystems Inc. are in turn capable of generating an average continuous power of 125 W if they are activated by pedaling and of 50 W if they are manually activated. The same company manufactures a bicycle-activated module, "TheBikePower Module", with which in principle a person can on average produce 150 W. While it is possible to power certain DC devices such as water pumps, the generator is designed for charging a 12 V battery or for contributing to a battery bank with the same voltage.

[0009] In terms of using this concept in an integrated system for harnessing energy from a group of stationary bicycles (for example in a gymnasium), German utility model DE 20 2008 004 354 U1 must be highlighted. This utility model discloses the combination of human mechanical energy generated by several training devices into electric power through the generators for subsequent combination by means of a common electric connection. Said combined electric power can be used for charging a battery or injected into the electric power network through a suitable converter. The document does not detail whether the generator of each sports equipment is direct or alternating current type or the type of specific converters or regulators used.

[0010] A document similar to the above, patent document US 4298893, discloses the possibility of connecting electricity-generating sports equipment through a primary alternating current or direct current generator to the electric network or to a battery for harnessing said energy and not losing it in the form of heat. The generator can be an alternating current generator and in that case the current generated for charging batteries is rectified and the electric network is then powered with a DC/AC converter (inverter) thus harnessing the energy produced during exercise.

[0011] Although these documents disclose a system for harnessing electric power generated in bicycles, it must be highlighted that they do not disclose the implementation of any control or transformation system for controlling or transforming the output signal of the generators, which allows operating the bicycles according to the conditions demanded by the user (adjustment of pedaling effort/torque, without the need of using a mechanical brake) and also summing up of these signals regardless of the power produced by each of the generators.
On the other hand, the absence of an intelligent control system makes the reliability of these circuit diagrams questionable in view of random situations, such as the case that a user stops pedaling or joins the group, or that the system simply cannot respond appropriately in view of generator device or electric network failures, the latter rendering the bicycles unusable.

[0012] The first recorded case of a practical application of this concept in gymnasia is the case of a Hong Kong gymnasium of the Asian gymnasium chain, California [T. Kazazian and A. J. Jansen, "Eco-design and human-powered products", proceedings of the Electronics Goes Green 2004, 6-10 September 2004]. The possibility that the users can recharge their portable electronic equipment such as mobile telephones was originally envisaged, estimating that 10 minutes of activity on a stationary bicycle could produce an average of 2 Wh. According to the creator of this project, a normal person can produce 50 Wh of electric power per hour. Each of these machines is equipped with a generator therein. So what has been done is part of the electricity produced by the machine has been diverted to charge a battery. [http://www.enn.com/lifestyle/article/38050, Blum, People in Hong Kong Gym Generate Electricity While Exercising, Hong Kong, 11 March 2007].

[0013] The first initiative of this type in the United States started with The Green Microgym of Portland, Oregon, which began to exploit this concept under the slogan of "green gyms" in September 2008. This sports center adapted some of its apparatuses to electric micro-generators based on the design of motors used in wind power generation. As expected, the users themselves must generate enough electric power to power the sound system of the gymnasium or the DVD players coupled to the exercise machines. The promoters explain that four spinning bicycles (which do not consume electric current for operation) can generate between 200 and 600 Wh of power per hour, naturally depending on the user’s pedaling enthusiasm. At the moment continuous belts, one of the apparatuses which work by means of electricity, already cover 30% of their total expenditure with energy from other apparatuses of the gymnasium.

[0014] The Ridgefield Fitness Club in Ridgefield, Connecticut has also installed bicycles with a similar technology marketed by a company called The Green Revolution, Inc. Although it is in principle another version of the technology used in Microgym, "The Green Revolution" represents a more novel bid since the energy produced by the users is synchronized and fed directly to the electric network of the sports center. The system is based on a device coupled to the flywheel of the bicycle and is capable of generating an average of between 70-108 watts per bicycle.

Description of the Invention

[0015] The object of the present invention is a device and system for generating electric power for sports training apparatuses solving the aforementioned drawbacks. The device comprises:

- a generator wheel with:
  - a synchronous generator which in turn comprises:
    - a central shaft,
    - a stationary inner part integral with the central shaft and comprising the winding of the synchronous generator,
    - an outer rotating ring comprising a plurality of permanent magnets,
    - at least one side cover integral with the outer rotating ring,
    - a bearing housed in each side cover;
- driving means responsible for transmitting the energy developed in the sports training apparatus to the generator wheel;
- a control and transformation module for controlling and transforming the power from the generator of the generator wheel, having:
  - selection means so that the user selects an effort setting to be developed in the sports training apparatus;
  - a power conversion module responsible for converting the power from the generator of the generator wheel, comprising:
    - an AC/DC rectifier for converting the alternating current of the generator into direct current;
    - a power control circuit responsible for regulating the power demanded by the generator and obtaining a controlled voltage and current output;
    - control means having storage means for storing data with information relating to the performance of the generator depending on its rotation speed and the power to be developed, said control means being configured for:
      - obtaining the effort setting from the selection means,
      - obtaining the rotation speed of the generator wheel,
      - regulating the power demanded by the generator, from the effort setting, the rotation speed of the generator wheel and the performance of the generator for current working conditions, by means of controlling the power control circuit.
The driving means can comprise a pinion or a pulley.

In a preferred embodiment, the generator wheel is provided with a flywheel integral with the outer rotating ring, being particularly suitable for use in a spinning bicycle.

The selection means can comprise a programming console with a display or a manual actuator.

The control means are preferably configured for, depending on an operating mode selected, assigning the electric power either to at least one internal load or to the electric network or an external power storage system.

The power conversion module can be prepared for powering an external power storage system.

The power conversion module can also be prepared for powering an inverter responsible for sending the electric power from the power conversion module to the electric network, synchronizing it in voltage, frequency and phase.

In a preferred embodiment, the power conversion module is configured to allow summing up the direct current outputs of an N number of power conversion modules, when the output of all the N power conversion modules is common thereto, into a single direct current sum input in an inverter, so that it synchronizes with the power supply network and returns the resulting sum power to the network.

Another aspect of the present invention includes a system for generating electric power by means of sports training apparatuses, comprising a plurality of devices for generating the electric power discussed above, the power conversion modules of which are connected in parallel to an inverter responsible for sending the electric power produced therein to the electric network, synchronizing it in voltage, frequency and phase. In another embodiment, the power conversion modules can be connected in parallel powering an external power storage system.

Another aspect of the present invention includes a sports training apparatus comprising any one of the devices for generating electric power discussed above. The sports training apparatus can be any one of the following: stationary bicycle, elliptical bicycle, recumbent bicycles, spinning bicycles, ergometer, treadmill, steppers.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the different parts of the control system as well as their interactivity.

Detailed Description of the Invention

The object of the invention consists of a device which allows harnessing, in the form of electric power, the mechanical energy developed by a person exercising on stationary sports equipment (e.g. spinning bicycle).

The system is made up of two main modules:

- a generator wheel containing therein a synchronous generator (alternator) with permanent magnets, and
- a control and transformation module responsible for controlling the operation of the generator based on the performances demanded by the user (effort to be made) and transforming the electric power produced into a source of harnesable electricity.

In the case of implementing the invention in a spinning bicycle, as shown in the preferred embodiments, the generator wheel will be a flywheel. However, the invention could also work in other equipment such as elliptical bicycles, in which the wheel does not work as a flywheel since it has virtually no mass.

The design of the generator wheel has been carefully optimized to harness the mechanical energy generated by a person exercising on a spinning bicycle. The result is a device capable of generating electric power even greater than 400W in the range of the pedaling capacity of an average athlete.

Figures 1A and 1B depict a front section and a side view of the generator wheel, respectively. The generator wheel 1 has a synchronous generator, which comprises:

- a central shaft 5;
- a stationary inner part 4 integral with the central shaft 5 and comprising the winding 7 of the synchronous generator;
- an outer rotating ring 3 comprising a plurality of permanent magnets (preferably up to 132 poles) and, in this particular case, it has an added mass 8 which performs the functions of a flywheel;
- two side covers 6 integral with the outer rotating ring 3 by fixing means;
- two bearings housed in the side covers 6.

The generator wheel also has an outer drive pulley or a pinion 2 fixed by fixing means to of the side covers 6.

The generator wheel has an inner section of constant dimensions containing the alternator itself (uni-
in the stator/dimension and position of the magnets in the components of the alternator (sizing of the winding work as a flywheel (adjustable component). On one hand, the components of the alternator (sizing of the winding in the stator/dimension and position of the magnets in the rotor) have been sized to operate in an average human pedaling frequency range (~60-120 RPM). On the other hand, the different components coupling it to the bicycle (shaft for coupling to the fork, bearings, pinion, chain, chain cover, etc.) can be adapted so that the assembly can easily be installed in bicycles of different brands and/or sizes.

[0032] In a preferred embodiment, the generator wheel 1 is designed such that the alternator is in the very centre of the X-Y axes of a flywheel and has a diameter between 2 to 14 times the distance L between the vertical axis of symmetry of the generator wheel 1 and the outer drive pulley 2 and a thickness E (distance between the ends of the side covers 6) between 1 to 3 times L, a three-phase or a single-phase output signal being obtained.

[0033] The second main module of the system for generating electric power is the control and transformation module. The alternator generates alternating current the voltage and frequency of which basically depend on the rotation speed thereof, whereas the intensity of the alternating current essentially depends on the torque. The performance of the alternator is not constant for all working conditions, but it also depends on the voltage and intensity being supplied at that time.

[0034] A spinning bicycle must in turn be able to work under conditions of variable pedaling speed and effort changing at the will of the user. It is therefore essential that the insertion of the alternator in the flywheel does not affect the normal operation of the spinning bicycle. Basically, actuating the alternator by means of pedaling action entails the fact that the electric power obtained at the output thereof depends basically on three variables:

- effort selected by the athlete (torque),
- pedaling speed of the athlete (rotation speed),
- performance of the alternator itself under different pedaling speed and effort conditions.

[0035] In addition, it must be considered that countless pieces of equipment (the minimum being one) can work in a training room or a training session, one or several of them being able to be incorporated or stopped being used at any time.

[0036] By considering the points discussed above, a control and transformation module or system which allows regulating the load (power) demanded by the alternator depending on the effort to be made by the user and transforming the electric power produced into a controlled electric signal (direct or alternating current) has been designed. The system is preferably made up of two sub-modules shown in Figure 2): programming console 10 and power converter 11.

[0037] The programming console 10 preferably consists of a module which will be installed in a place readily accessible for the user such as the handlebar of the bicycle. The console is provided with an interface (e.g. keys, buttons or lever, or a touch screen interface) which are used so that the user can select the level of effort to be made. Alternatively, this interface can be placed in a place readily accessible for the user by means of buttons +/- . The console also has at least one digital display which at least indicates the selected effort and the power which the athlete is developing (resolution ±1W). To that end the console 10 is provided with a microcontroller which is communicated with the power converter 11. Alternatively, the console 10 can indicate other parameters such as heart rate, kilometers covered, etc. The system thus allows replacing this console 10 with a selector such as a rotary switch or a potentiometer, without any digital indication to enable selecting the effort to be made by the user, like standard spinning bicycles.

[0038] The power converter 11 is in turn the module which manages the entire power conversion from the output of the alternator 9 of the generator wheel 1 to when said power is sent to a conversion device for converting direct current into alternating current (inverter) , for its delivery to the fixed electric network. As observed in the block diagram of Figure 2, this module receives the power in the form of alternating current from the alternator 9, the voltage (alternating voltage) and frequency of which vary with pedaling speed. First it converts the alternating voltage into direct voltage by means of the AC/DC power rectifier 12 and filters it (filter 13) . Then, by means of a PWM power converter circuit 14, it converts this unregulated direct voltage into a source of regulated voltage and intensity with a 400 W capacity. To that end, the microcontroller 15 incorporated in the power conversion module 11 analyzes the voltage 16 and intensity 18 from the alternator 9, as well as the output voltage 19 and intensity 20 to the inverter, in addition to reading the rotation speed 17 of the alternator 9 and the effort setting sent by the programming console.

[0039] With all this information and the performance parameters of the alternator previously analyzed and saved in tables in the memory of the microcontroller, the power converter 11 instantaneously calculates the current which must be absorbed from the alternator 9 in order to keep the effort selected by the user constant, as well as to allow summing up the direct current outputs of an N number of power conversion modules 11 into a single direct current sum input in the inverter 30. Each power conversion module 11 is responsible for generating the current necessary for obtaining the corresponding power (effort setting), keeping the output voltage constant. All the outputs of the N power conversion modules 11 are therefore at the same voltage and combined with one another, forming a single direct current sum input in the inverter 30 so that it synchronizes with the power supply network and returns the resulting sum power to the network 31, as shown in Figure 3 depicting a block diagram of the entire generation assembly from the generator to
the final inversion system, for an N set of control and transformation modules. Therefore, the electric currents produced by N bicycles with the generator system can be summed up without the system being affected by the differences of power delivered by each of them or because a user stops pedaling at a specific time. Each power conversion module is responsible for regulating its output current such that the power obtained (V x I) is that calculated by the microcontroller depending on the parameters of the effort setting and pedaling speed entered by the user.

By taking a spinning class as an example, N bicycles could be connected in parallel, where each bicycle could work under several pedaling speed and effort conditions defined by the corresponding user, maximum performance being obtained from each of them at all times. The power generated by each of the bicycles would be added to the rest of the group for obtaining a single sum current of all of them. The power generated by all the bicycles is then sent to the fixed electric network 31, being synchronized in voltage, frequency and phase thereof (single-phase, three-phase) through inverter 30. It is thus assured that, regardless of whether persons participating in a spinning session have limited physical abilities or are elite athletes, the energy generated by all of them is harnessed completely.

Finally, each bicycle can be used without any electrical connection, such that a small portion of the generated power is used for powering the circuits themselves and the rest is dissipated as heat. The bicycle can thus replace a conventional spinning bicycle, where appropriate, or keep working properly in view of a power supply cutoff.

Figures 4A and 4B show a schematic depiction of the power generating system assembled in a spinning bicycle.

The main advantage of the present invention is that there are no precedents of systems of this type which allow incorporating a generator in a spinning bicycle without altering the normal operation thereof (response speed and flexibility in selecting the exercise conditions in terms of effort and pedaling speed).

In addition, the developed system (generator wheel + system for controlling/converting the electric current) entails many essential advantages with respect to the known products:
- a generator wheel (1) with:
  • a synchronous generator (9) which in turn comprises:
    • a central shaft (5),
    • a stationary inner part (4) integral with the central shaft (5) and comprising the winding (7) of the synchronous generator (9),
    • an outer rotating ring (3) comprising a plurality of permanent magnets,
    • at least one side cover (6) integral with the outer rotating ring (3),
    • a bearing housed in each side cover;
  • driving means (2) responsible for transmitting the energy developed in the sports training apparatus to the generator wheel (1);
characterized in that it additionally comprises:
  • selection means (10) so that the user selects an effort setting to be developed in the sports training apparatus;
  • a power conversion module (11) responsible for converting the power from the generator (9) of the generator wheel (1), comprising:
    • an AC/DC rectifier (12) for converting the alternating current of the generator (9) into direct current;
    • a power control circuit (14) responsible for regulating the power demanded by the generator (9) and obtaining a controlled voltage and current output;
    • control means (15) having storage means for storing data with information relating to the performance of the generator (9) depending on its rotation speed and the power to be developed, said control means (15) being configured for:
      • obtaining the effort setting from the selection means (10),
      • obtaining the rotation speed of the generator wheel (1),
      • regulating the power demanded by the generator (9), from the effort setting, the rotation speed of the generator wheel (1) and the performance of the generator (9) for current working conditions, by means of controlling the power control circuit (14).

2. The device according to claim 1, wherein the driving means (2) comprise any one of the following:
   • a pinion;
   • a pulley.

3. The device according to any of the preceding claims, the generator wheel (1) of which is provided with a flywheel (8) integral with the outer rotating ring (3).

4. The device according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the selection means (10) comprise a programming console with a display.

5. The device according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the control means (15) are configured for, depending on an operating mode selected, assigning the electric power either to at least one internal load (23) or to the electric network (31) or an external power storage system.

6. The device according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the power conversion module (11) is prepared for powering an external power storage system.

7. The device according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the power conversion module (11) is prepared for powering an inverter (30) responsible for sending the electric power from the power conversion module (11) to the electric network (31), synchronizing it in voltage, frequency and phase.

8. The device according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the power conversion module (11) is configured to allow summing up the direct current outputs of an N number of power conversion modules (11), when the output of all the N power conversion modules (11) is common thereto, into a single direct current sum input in an inverter (30), so that it synchronizes with the power supply network and returns the resulting sum power to the network (31).

9. The device according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that it is particularly suitable for use in a spinning bicycle.

10. A system for generating electric power by means of sports training apparatuses comprising a plurality of devices for generating electric power according to any of claims 1 to 9, the power conversion modules (11) of which are connected in parallel to an inverter (30) responsible for sending the electric power produced therein to the electric network (31), synchro-
nizing it in voltage, frequency and phase.

11. The system for generating electric power by means of sports training apparatuses comprising a plurality of devices for generating electric power according to any of claims 1 to 9, the power conversion modules (11) of which are connected in parallel powering an external power storage system.

12. A sports training apparatus comprising a device for generating electric power according to any of claims 1 to 9.

13. The sports training apparatus according to claim 12, wherein the sports training apparatus is any one of the following:
   - spinning bicycle,
   - stationary bicycle,
   - elliptical bicycle,
   - recumbent bicycle,
   - ergometer,
   - treadmill,
   - steppers.
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